
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Thank you for your help! 

Norfolk School Streets 
Stewarding Guidance 



 
 

Introduction to School 

Streets 

What are School Streets? 

A School Street is where a road outside a school temporarily closes to non-essential motor vehicles at 

specific times of day. This opens streets to families on foot, bike or scooter at drop off and pick up times. 

Why School Streets? 

School Streets help to give families the space they need to get to 

school safely. As well as improving road safety and reducing 

congestion, school streets help to reduce air and noise pollution. By 

making a safer, cleaner, more pleasant environment, School Streets 

also increase the likelihood that children will walk or cycle to school 

instead of being dropped off in a car.  

Who will benefit from School Streets? 

School Streets create a generally traffic free space outside a school, 

which of course benefits children and their families. Exercise has well-

known benefits for both physical and mental health and wellbeing. In 

addition, removing through-traffic and parents’ cars also reduces traffic 

issues such as noise, air pollution and inconsiderate parking for 

residents.  

Application Process and Legality 

A number of schools have applied to Norfolk County Council to take part in this trial project.  For the 

school sites that have been selected, Norfolk County Council has arranged Experimental Traffic 

Regulation Orders (ETROs), which are legal powers to control traffic in the areas around the schools on a 

trial basis. Local residents have been informed about proposals and the public have the opportunity to 

comment on the scheme while it is in operation.  This feedback will be used to inform a decision on the 

long-term future of the scheme.   

Fewer car trips to 

and from school will 

help to improve air 

quality, encourage 

more exercise, 

reduce congestion at 

peak times and 

reduce road traffic 

collisions. 



 
 

Duration 

An Experimental Traffic Regulation Order (ETRO) allows the school to use barriers to physically close the 

road between 8.15am-9.15am and 2.30pm-3.30pm Monday – Friday, term time only.  

Please see back pages for the specific details and times for your school. 

The school will continue to work closely with Norfolk County Council (NCC) on how long they wish to 

close the road for; the times stated in this document are the maximum available but stewards may reopen 

the road sooner if it is safe to do so.  

This project is being monitored closely by NCC. Whilst a stewarded School Street may be a temporary 

measure, it can act as a trial to test the impact and public perceptions of a traffic-free environment outside 

of the school, with a view to creating more permanent changes.  

Steward Job Role 

Being a Steward for a School Street will require a number of duties before, during and after the closure 

— Stewarding a closure point 

— Managing vehicle access 

— Answering questions and talking to the public 

— Reporting any feedback or incidents 

You must attend a training session before you begin your role or alternatively, be inducted by the Lead 

Steward. The Lead Steward will give you a briefing which will cover site specific details and may be 

adapted as circumstances change.  

Equipment for Stewards will be provided. Each steward should keep these items and must bring them for 

each session they are supporting. 

 

Equipment – to be supplied 

High-Vis Waistcoat to be worn at all times as the outside layer of clothing 

Stewarding Quick Guide holds key information and should be kept by all stewards at all times. 

Signs/Barriers/Sandbags should be used in accordance with the training. 

Walkie Talkies for each barrier/school office. Always kept on and used in accordance with training.  

Whistles always worn and used in accordance with the training. Not be shared with anyone else. 

Hand Sanitiser to be used by stewards when handling equipment if desired. 



 
 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

- PPE is a legal requirement to ensure that stewards are visible and safe – please ensure you wear 

your high-vis waistcoat at all times and as the outermost layer of clothing.  

- If you forget your equipment, please ask the Lead Steward for spares.  

- Please dress for the weather! You will be standing outdoors for approximately 45 minutes so 

please wear raincoats, hats, suncream etc as appropriate.  

 Insurance 

All volunteers will be indemnified by Norfolk County Council’s Insurance subject to them: 

- Being registered as a Norfolk County Council volunteer 

- Having received appropriate training to put in place and manage the road closure from Sustrans 

staff or the Lead Steward 

- Wearing supplied hi-vis waistcoat. 

Manual Handling 

- The equipment is not heavy and should be easily transportable. However, please do not attempt 

to lift anything that you are not comfortable with and ask for help if you need it. 

- When carrying equipment such as barriers, please ensure that you have full visibility of kerbs, 

traffic and other potential obstacles. Where necessary, move heavy items in pairs, in accordance 

with the training.  

Please take care of yourself by following the correct procedures when lifting, as shown. Please contact 

the school if you have any concerns relating to manual handling during School Streets Steward activities.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Stewarding a closure point 

This involves: 

— Making sure that signs and barriers are positioned correctly as shown on the maps provided. There 

must be no variations in positioning without prior consultation with NCC.  

— Ensuring that the road is closed and opened at the correct time.  

— Ensure that signs and barriers are secured with sufficient sandbags in windy conditions.  

— Informing drivers of diversions and suggesting alternative places to park for the school run 

— Allowing access for permitted vehicles (see below for details), ensuring drivers who are permitted to 

enter the closure zone do so at walking pace and with due care and consideration of the people in 

the road.  

— Being aware of what is happening on both sides of the closure and ensuring that you are visible. 

Setting out Equipment 

— Please ensure that all equipment is at the closure point before attempting to close the road.  

— Ensure that the road is free from traffic before setting out signs and barriers.  

— Road closure signs and barriers must be installed at both closure points at the same time (with two-

point closures) 

— Ensure that the road is free of people and vehicles before reopening. 

— All equipment must be stored off the highway before / after the road closure, and returned to the 

school or storage area afterwards. In some cases the equipment should be secured with a chain 

and padlock.  

— The Lead Steward should be informed immediately of any damage or issues with the equipment. 

 

Procedure if there are not enough Stewards 

The below sets out what to do in the event there are a reduced number of Stewards available for a 

School Street.  

1 Ideally, we would like to have 2 Stewards per barrier, this is particularly important near the start of the 

trial or at the start of a term/academic year 

2 If two Stewards per barrier is not feasible you can operate with one Steward per barrier and one 

Steward ‘floating’ in the middle of the closure area ready to assist at either barrier should this be 

needed. This is providing the Stewards are happy with this. 

3 At a minimum one Steward can staff each barrier but they must have a walkie talkie to communicate 

with the other barrier and the school office. This is providing the Stewards are happy with this. 

4 If you have less than one trained Steward per barrier please do not proceed with the closure.  



 
 

A WhatsApp group should be set up so Stewards are able to easily keep in contact. If a Steward is 

unable to attend their scheduled session they should let the Lead Steward and others know as soon as 

possible so a replacement can be found. 

It may help to cancel either the morning or afternoon session if one is proving hard to staff. This may 

encourage Stewards to sign up for the remaining session.   

If you are Stewarding a session and the agreed number of people have not arrived, please inform the 

Lead Steward. If this means there is less than one Steward per barrier please tell the Lead Steward and 

do not proceed with the closure. 

If you are staffing a barrier alone please ensure you follow the correct set up procedure as outlined in the 

Stewarding training. If any equipment needs more than one person to carry please ensure you ask for 

help and not try to carry it alone.  

If you need to leave the barrier for any reason ensure the Lead Steward has been notified and you have 

communicated this to others using the walkie talkie. If you are staffing a barrier alone, please do not leave 

it unattended unless in an emergency. If you do have to leave the barrier when alone, and you have time, 

please move the barrier and sign so it is only blocking the inbound lane on the road.  

At this point we would like to maintain a Stewarded approach to the closures so please follow the above 

procedure. Once we roll out the scheme we may adjust this depending on local context.  

Managing vehicle traffic  

Permission to access will apply to particular vehicles as per the conditions of the ETRO. All vehicles 

permitted to enter the closure area are detailed at the back of this manual and on the Stewarding Quick 

Guide. We ask any drivers permitted to enter the closure area to try to time their arrivals and departures 

outside of the closure times, this includes residents.  

Establishing whether a vehicle is permitted or not 

A list of permitted vehicles is provided at the end of this guidance, in the ‘School Closure Details’. Please 

familiarise yourself with these. If a driver approaches the closure barrier to ask if they can come through. 

You will need to do the following:  

- If the driver has a Norfolk School Streets permit you can let them through without any interaction. 

- If they don’t already know about the closures, briefly explain what is happening.  

- Ask them where they are travelling to in order to establish whether or not they are on the list of 
exceptions to the closure.  



 
 

- If the driver is not permitted to drive through the closure, politely let them know. Details of 
alternative places to park, diversions and the times of the closure (in case they choose to wait) 
are provided in this document.  

 

Allowing permitted vehicles through  

We ask anyone permitted to drive through the scheme to do so at walking pace (less than 5mph) to keep 

the area safe for you and families. Speak clearly and make sure that the driver is aware that there may be 

adults and children in the road.  

Here is what to do in this case: 

5 Speak to the driver, let them know that there may be people in the road and ask them to wait until 

motioned forward. Thank them for their patience. If the driver is not happy and you want support, ask 

for the lead to come over to help. 

6 Make sure the driver is aware of what is expected BEFORE moving the barriers.  

7 Use your voice or your whistle (whichever is most appropriate) to inform people on the street that a 

vehicle is coming through the road closure and they should not be in the road.  

8 When the space is clear, allow the vehicle to enter.  

Talking to the public  

When engaging with people asking questions or wanting to know more, the information and FAQ’s will 

help guide answers. 

— Maintain social distancing with others if desired. If required, you can politely ask “I’m sorry. I’m trying 

to social distance. Do you mind giving me a little more space, please?” 

— Listen, smile, be friendly and nod when someone is talking. 

— Be aware of your body language when talking to people. 

— If the person is in a car, talking at their level can help them feel less intimidated 

— Politely ask the vehicle driver to wind down their window slightly to help better communication. Be 

mindful that they may not be comfortable with this. If they don’t feel comfortable opening their 

You must not at any time enter a busy road to speak to a driver. If it is not possible to hold a 

conversation safely from the road closure side of the barrier or from the adjacent footway, the 

driver will need to move to a better place to speak to you or park and return on foot. Indicate 

politely to them that you cannot hear and are not permitted to move past the barrier.  

NB: Vehicular movements outside of the closure area are out of your control. Do not feel 

tempted to manage traffic outside of the closure area.  

Never put yourself in an unsafe situation or one you are not comfortable with.  

If a driver does not follow instructions, let the Lead Steward or Head Teacher know so they can 

follow this up. 

 



 
 

window, or are hard of hearing, show them your Stewarding Quick Guide which shows which 

vehicles are permitted. 

— If they want to provide feedback to Norfolk County Council they can email 

schoolstreets@norfolk.gov.uk. The email address will be available on the NCC website or on 

banners at the school entrance 

— If at any point you do not think you can answer a question fully, let them know that you are a 

volunteer with the event but can refer them to the Lead Steward, and/or they can contact the email 

address above. 

Positive Conversations 

To engage someone with a positive conversation, you can talk about why the school and Norfolk County 

Council have chosen to run this scheme. 

Why are we are doing this? 

School Streets help to give families the opportunity to travel to school safely and actively. Removing cars 

also creates a healthier and more pleasant environment for residents and the whole school community.  

Benefits of a School Street 

- To create a safer and more pleasant environment for families arriving at school, while also 

tackling congestion and reducing risk from motorised vehicles 

- To encourage active travel to and from school 

- To improve air quality in the immediate area outside of the school 

- To encourage a long-lasting mode shift away from the car 

Feedback 
Any feedback – including positive feedback – can be shared with NCC at schoolstreets@norfolk.gov.uk. 

Encourage people to email themselves (rather than passing on comments second-hand). 

Further information can also be found here: www.norfolk.gov.uk/schoolstreets 

An online survey about School Streets will be publicised to parents/carers, residents and pupils. NCC aim 

to gain as much feedback as possible through this survey.  

Some people might be interested in volunteering as a Steward. Give them a Stewarding flyer if you have 

one and direct them to the Lead Steward or schoolstreets@norfolk.gov.uk 

Handling Difficult Conversations 

You may come across people who want to use the conversation with a steward as an opportunity to 

complain about things outside your control, or get off their chest their negative feelings about cyclists, 

congestion, traffic calming measures, global climate change etc. 

mailto:schoolstreets@norfolk.gov.uk
mailto:schoolstreets@norfolk.gov.uk
http://www.norfolk.gov.uk/schoolstreets
mailto:schoolstreets@norfolk.gov.uk


 
 
 

What is the best way to handle ‘the rant’?  

— Don’t get into an argument 

— Don’t agree or disagree 

— Tell them that you are “just a volunteer” 

You are not expected to reason with people or have statistics at the ready to support your views and in 

any case, this approach just doesn’t work – it is more likely to antagonise than encourage behaviour 

change. The approach we recommend is to diffuse the anger as quickly as possible.  

Diffusing anger can be done by:   

— Summarising what you hear, to demonstrate you have heard them.  

— Letting them know how to feed back to the council.  

— Offering to take notes back to the council, to demonstrate that you take their opinion seriously 

— Changing the subject to something less controversial. 

Handling Dangerous Situations 

If someone attempts to drive through the closure, take immediate action to ensure your safety. Do NOT 

use your body as a barrier. Make others aware if possible so that they can also take action to keep safe. 

If it is safe to do so, take a photo of the car registration so that this can be reported. Do not take photos of 

anyone’s face, as this can inflame a situation.  

 

 

 

 

Taking photos 

We love to capture the calm and happiness of School Streets initiatives, but we must do so safely and in 

line with our policies and with due consideration of people’s privacy. Therefore, unless specifically 

requested by the School Streets Lead Person, please do not take photos of anyone’s face. Please do 

not take pictures of children on the site for any reason. If there is a plan for the school or local 

authority to take photographs, you will be informed beforehand, the public should be made aware and 

permission sought.   

If anyone becomes at all aggressive or confrontational, use your walkie talkie to call for 

support.  

If necessary, dial 999 or 101.   

If you have any doubts or concerns about your ability to fulfil this role, please just say— 

your organiser can find a replacement. 

 



 
 
 

Frequently Asked Questions 

School Streets General 

What is a School Street? 

A School Street is when the road(s) immediately around a school are temporarily closed 

to most motorised traffic at school drop-off and pick-up times when the school is open. 

Why are ‘School Streets’ being proposed? 

Norfolk County Council want to deliver School Streets to: 

• Create a safer and more pleasant environment for everyone 

• Tackle congestion, unsafe parking and reduce the risk from motorised vehicles 

• Encourage walking, cycling and wheeling to and from school 

• Improve air quality in the immediate area outside of the school 

 

Are the road closures legal?  

Yes.  A Temporary Traffic Regulation Order will be in place for each school to cover the 

duration that the School Streets trials will take place. A traffic regulation order (TRO) 

allows the road to be temporarily closed by law. As a legal document, TRO’s help us 

manage the highway network for all road users, improving safety and access. Details 

can be found on Norfolk County Council’s website. 

Is this a permanent scheme or a trial? 

Initially, School Streets are being introduced at selected schools as a trial for up to 18 

months. Following evaluation of these trials, a decision will be made as to whether to 

introduce this as a permanent scheme. 

How have schools been selected for a School Streets trial? 

We have selected a small number of schools where the School Streets approach can 

be trialled.  These schools have contacted the County Council and local Councillors with 

concerns about the dangers of heavy traffic and parking around their school despite 

various initiatives being used to try and address this.  A cross section of schools from 

different settings have been chosen. 

Won’t a School Street simply move the vehicles elsewhere? 

Through the introduction of a School Street, the total volumes of traffic near to the 

school are expected to decrease during drop-off and pick-up times. It is difficult to 

predict exactly how much traffic will be reduced, however, similar schemes have 

achieved reductions of around 40%.  

There is potential for parking to be dispersed over a wider area rather than concentrated 

at the most hazardous spot outside the school gates which may concern residents on 

surrounding streets.  



 
 

Careful planning will take place before any School Street is implemented to ensure that 

any displaced motorised traffic can be adequately accommodated on the surrounding 

highway network. We will be working with school communities to identify and promote 

locations away from schools (such as local businesses and community centres) where 

parents can park. Staggered times will also reduce the impact. 

Experience from other School Streets shows that residents in surrounding roads are not 

adversely affected, as parking by families who choose or need to drive will be dispersed 

over a much wider area. A research report has been published by Edinburgh Napier 

University on displacement of traffic and road safety following the implementation of 

school streets. The findings show traffic displacement doesn’t cause road safety issues 

in neighbouring streets. 

The impacts of the School Streets will be monitored and any necessary amendments to 

the School Street arrangement will be made. The School Street initiative aims to create 

a safer, healthier and more pleasant environment for everyone. 

How will the School Street be monitored? 

A number of different elements will be monitored before and after a School Street is 

implemented. This will include how children travel to school, traffic flows, and feedback 

from the school community, residents, business and other stakeholders. 

School Street Operation 

How will the School Streets be enforced? 

There will be restricted vehicle access as set out in a Temporary Traffic Regulation 

Order and enforced through signage and the use of bollards or pull-across gates. 

Volunteer Stewards will help to manage barriers and the police or PCSOs may support 

the closure when available.  

Where feasible and if necessary, Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) 

cameras could be introduced in future. 

Who are the volunteer stewards and what will their role be? 

Volunteer stewards are usually part of the school community but can be local residents 

too. They will operate the road closures in accordance with training from Norfolk County 

Council. 

How do I move through the School Street in a vehicle? 

If you are exempted from the School Street vehicle restrictions then you must move 

through the zone at walking speed (less than 5mph) and must continue to observe all 

highway laws and parking restrictions (double yellow lines, zig zags etc.). However, we 

would encourage you to plan your journeys at other times if possible. 

https://www.napier.ac.uk/aboutus/news/school-street-closures


 
 

What if I'm already parked inside the School Street when it comes into 

operation? 

All vehicles already parked in the street before the times of operation would be able to 

leave when they need to, the Stewards are able to let you out of the School Street zone. 

However, we would encourage you to plan your journeys at other times if possible. 

In an emergency, will I be able to leave the street? 

In all cases of emergency, vehicles will be permitted to leave/access the School Street 

zone. 

In bad weather, will the road closures still apply? 

Yes.  Road closures will be in place during school term time and will not be affected by 

the weather. 

School Street Exemptions 

Who is exempt from the School Streets restrictions? 

The below vehicles are exempted from the School Streets closure. However, we would 

strongly encourage you to plan your journeys at other times if possible to ensure the 

street is as safe as possible. 

It is important to remember that the School Streets are operating on a trial basis to 

begin with, and automatic exemptions would be one aspect of the scheme that would be 

examined based on feedback during the trial. 

Vehicles that are permitted to enter the School Street closure area 

Residents and their visitors including carers and tradespeople 

Businesses – staff and customers 

School staff and visitors 

School taxis 

Residents’ taxis 

Parents/Carers with a blue badge for themselves or their children 

Blue Badge holders – visitors, business users etc.  

Buses/school minibuses 

Waste lorries 

Postal service vehicles and delivery vehicles 

Statutory undertakers (such as water and gas companies) 

Emergency services 



 
 

 

How does the permit system work? 

Any person that is exempt from the School Street restrictions but may enter regularly 

(like residents or teachers) will be allocated a FREE tax-disc style permit for their 

vehicle which will make it easier and quicker for the Stewards on the barrier to 

recognise exempted vehicles and let them through. Those people that do not have a 

permit but are still exempted from the closure will have to 

discuss with the Stewards before entry is given.  

The permits look like this:  

Permits will be allocated to the people identified in the table 

below. These people can obtain permits for additional 

vehicles upon proof of exemption/address at the school 

where they are required.  

Vehicles that are permitted to enter the School 

Street closure area 

Permit allocated to enable 

quicker access 

Residents Yes 

Tradespeople working at houses within the 

restricted street 

No 

Carers serving residents within the restricted 

street 

Yes - if regular 

Businesses – staff Yes 

Businesses – customers No 

School staff Yes 

School visitors No 

School taxis Yes - if regular 

Residents’ taxis No 

Parents/Carers with a blue badge for themselves 

or their children 

Yes 

Blue Badge holders – visitors, business users 

etc.  

No 

Buses No 

Waste lorries No 

Postal service vehicles No 



 
 

Statutory undertakers (such as water and gas 

companies) 

No 

Deliveries No 

Emergency services Emergency services will always 

be granted immediate access 

 

School streets for Residents 

Can I drive in and out of my street during operating times? 

Yes. Residents will be permitted to enter and leave the designated School Street during 

operating times. As there will be children and families in the road, we require anyone 

needing to drive through the restricted area to limit their speed to walking pace (less 

than 5mph). 

What about carers visiting a resident for care purposes? 

Yes. Carers can enter and leave the School Street at any time to carry out their caring 

duties. They will need to show their work ID to the stewards on the barrier/apply for an 

exemption. If they are not having to carry any equipment they may be asked if they 

would mind parking elsewhere and walking.  

What about tradespeople needing to come to my house to carry out work? 

Access for visitors, trades people and deliveries will still be allowed, although we would 

ask residents to try to schedule tradespeople to arrive outside the restricted times if 

possible.  

What about visitors to my property travelling by car? 

We would encourage you to ask any visitors to arrive outside of the times of the closure 

or to park outside of the zone.  If access is needed for an emergency, please speak to 

the volunteers who will be overseeing the restricted traffic zone.  Access by walking, 

cycling or wheeling is available at all times. 

I have a delivery booked, will they be able to get through? 

Please consider alternative delivery times.  A delivery is not considered an essential 

service and may be asked to wait until the closure ceases. Deliveries by foot or on a 

cycle are available at all times.  

School Streets for Parents/Carers and Schools 

I'm a parent or carer, could I drive into the School Street zone? 

No. Parents or carers dropping children at school are not able to drive into a School 

Street zone unless they can show that they are exempt. You would still be able to walk, 

cycle or scoot to school in a more friendly and safe environment. Access by walking, 

cycling or wheeling is available at all times. 



 
 

How will parents, carers and children with limited mobility be affected by the 

School Street? 

The School Street will make it easier for pupils, parents and carers with limited mobility 

to access school by reducing traffic outside the school gates. Those holding valid blue 

badges will be exempt from the restrictions but should still avoid parking on school keep 

clear (zig-zag) markings.  

Permits can be issued to parents/carers of children with additional needs at the 

discretion of the school. 

I am disabled and usually drop my child close to the school entrance 

We recognise that some members of the school community may have specific needs in 

terms of accessing the school.  Please let us and the school know if that is the case and 

we will work with you to put in place any necessary arrangements. 

My children travel on the school bus / access the school by taxi, will this change? 

School buses and taxis will be permitted to enter and leave the School Street zone, 

travelling at walking pace (less than 5mph). 

Some parents/carers will say it’s essential that they drive their child to school; is 

this scheme designed to penalise them? 

The objective of the School Streets trial is to create a safer, healthier, and more 

enjoyable environment for everyone, not to penalise parents/carers. Some parents may 

feel frustrated at first, but will, over time, find ways to adjust their daily routines. 

“Park and stride” is of course still an option. This means parking away from the school 

(in places such as local businesses and community centres) and walking, cycling or 

wheeling the rest of the way. We will be working with school communities to identify and 

promote Park and Stride locations, where possible, in schools that do not already have 

them. 

Will school staff be allowed to enter the School Street? 

Yes. If the school has on-premises parking, school staff would be permitted to enter the 

School Street during the timed restrictions to access the parking. We ask staff to avoid 

doing this if possible, and to arrive and leave outside the times the restrictions are in 

place. Staff will also be encouraged to walk, cycle or wheel if they are able to.  

How will visitors know about the School Street? 

The council has distributed flyers and letters to notify residents, parents, school staff 

and local businesses. For planned meetings at the school, we recommend that staff 

inform visitors of the road restrictions beforehand.  Visitors can park on surrounding 

roads outside the closure. 



 
 

School Streets for Businesses, Tradespeople and 

Customers 

Can I drive in and out of the School Street during closure times? 

Yes. Vehicles of people working at business premises on the street are permitted to 

enter and leave the designated School Street during operating times. As there will be 

children and families in the road, we require anyone needing to drive through the 

restricted area to limit their speed to walking pace (less than 5mph).  

What about deliveries to my business premises? 

We would ask businesses to try to schedule deliveries so they arrive outside the 

restricted times, if possible. If this is not possible, delivery drivers would be permitted to 

enter the zone although if the delivery is small they may be asked if they would consider 

carrying it. 

What about customers coming to my business premises? 

Yes. Customers will be permitted access to business premises on the street although 

they may be asked if they would consider parking elsewhere and walking. We require 

everyone to drive at walking pace (less than 5mph) if they need to drive through the 

street during the restricted times. 

 


